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PINS Standards Action Request Form Instructions

**Accredited Standards Developer Information**

Deborah Spittle  
Associate Manager, Standards Operations
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ITI (INCITS)

700 K Street NW Suite 600  
Washington DC 20001

dspittle@itic.org  
202-737-8888

dspittle@itic.org  
202-737-8888

**PINS Standard Action Request Entry form**

Please enter your data for each standard into the fields below. Fields marked with an asterisk * are required. Once you have completed entering the data for the standard and you are ready to submit to ANSI, hit the **Submit to ANSI** button.

INCITS 440-201x  
Designation of Proposed Standard*

Information Technology - Card Durability / Service Life  
Title of Standard*

Revise current ANS  
Project Intent*

INCITS 440-2015  
Supersedes or Affects

Improve card use models based on experience since approval of the 2015 edition.  
Project Need*

ICT Industry  
Identify Stakeholders*

N/A  
Identify ISO or IEC standard to be adopted

- Yes  - No  
Includes text from ISO or IEC standard?*

- Yes  - No  
Consumer Product*

- Both  -  
Unit of Measure*

- Yes  - No
This Standard defines a method to determine a card application class for the intended car use. Once the service life application is determined, the Standard defines tests methods and requirements for the card application. This revision will review and update the accuracy of card use models.

Scope Summary

Notes

- Request an Announcement in Standards Action to Solicit New Consensus Body Members

* denotes required fields

Standards Action Notification Date yyyy-mm-dd

Save